Government Action and Administrative Dialogue
An interview with Isabelle von Roth

Why is communication the alpha and omega of politics and
administration? How does government and administrative action develop transparently and allow citizen involvement?
What are the latest ideas and trends in political communication? These questions, and more, are answered by an expert in
communication, Isabelle von Roth, in the following interview.

She is a specialist in communication and public relations and has trained AGREE participants. Why is communication the alpha and omega of politics and administration?
Good communication is the deciding success factor for smooth co-operation and effective public relations.
Communication takes place constantly. Communication theory tell us that “people are unable to not communicate”. We communicate verbally and non-verbally and are always either in direct or indirect contact
with other people.
The fact that some 80 per cent of management tasks are completed via communication processes illustrates the importance of creating communication and information processes in politics and administration.
Starting with employee discussions about the processing of information in digital forms through to meetings, to name but a few examples.
Communication means dialogue. In addition to political and administrative interests, targets and activities;
the expectations, views and wishes of citizens always determine the contents of this dialogue. The aim of
communication is to ensure trust, understanding and acceptance of individual’s concerns so that goals can
be achieved.
Methodical, strategic and continual communication is not only the foundation of good PR work but also for
successful governing and administrative action.

Which fields of application and strategies exist to create transparent government and
administrative action and to involve citizens.
Good communication is dialogic. In this respect, governments and administrations should increase their level of dialogue with society. Good communication creates good occasions and generates starting points. For
example, this could be collective action; a digital exchange forum, a topical open forum, an open day or an
event. Sending standardised e-mails or reporting important changes via the internet or intranet may be an
efficient method of informing as many people as possible at once. However, the audience aren’t really
reached. Communication that is only concentrated on one-sided information delivery, squanders the op-
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portunity to have dialogue and give feedback to citizens in person and to involve them directly in the decision making process.
An established communication strategy is more than just an add-on. Since well planned communication
and mobilisation measures increase acceptance of upcoming changes among citizens thus determining
whether or not the change will be successfully implemented. If you communicate interim steps and involve
citizens, you reduce uncertainty. Since only through consistent and transparent communication will credibility and hence trust, increase.

Whether at an individual or group level, why is it so valuable to establish communication
skills?
Whether at a federal group or individual level, good communication is always the key for successful synergy
between politics, administration and society. Informal and formal stakeholders in parties, administrations,
councils, unions and media outlets as well as their own regional values and speech habits, form a complex
network that must be understood. Established communication skills form the basis for unlocking, capturing
and making use of this. Since only through consistent and transparent communication, can you avoid a void
forming between “the decisions from above” and those of the population.

What are the latest ideas and trends in political communication?
The idea of disruptive communication and disruptive thought is increasingly discussed and implemented by
communication experts. In order to ensure the success of communicative work even in an age of digital
transformation, you must recognise the need to break away from the passive attitudes which still reign in
many institutions. Contrary to what is widely assumed, contact with the media is not static but is rather a
very dynamic, everlasting learning process.
Disruptive thought is described by communication experts as an approach that enables us to easily and creatively use paradigm shifting to work around things in order to create something entirely new. The key
question here is how to rethink a fact: What would happen if we did the opposite of what everybody does?
Having new ideas and being an innovative lateral thinker sounds easier than it is. Since people tend to initially look at new things with suspicion. Clear communication of disruptive thinking advocates is therefore
necessary. Also important here: No acceptance without clear communication. No success without acceptance.

Isabelle von Roth
Isabelle von Roth is an independent consultant for strategic communication with a focus on press and
public relations. In terms of AGREE, she has already carried out a lot of training with participants and has
improved their communication skills.
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